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The Historian Sultan Nagi and His Methodology in the Historical Research * 

 

The boasting and appreciation of the literature page of Al-Gamhoria Newspaper for the 
historian, Sultan Nagi, the famous Yemeni historian, God's grace be upon him, who was 
and will stay enlightened and a luminous lamp, guiding the researchers and concerned 
with the issues and aspects of the different Yemeni history whether old, recent or 
contemporary, that it will publish on its pages a series of the method of the historian, 
Sultan Nagi in the historic research.  

We hope that this study will be the first step to discover the various and valuable aspects 
of the practical life of the Yemeni historian, Sultan Nagi.  

Yemeni historian Sultan Nagi, who participated with abundant portion in writing and 
translation on Yemen and Yemen's glorified history whether old, middle, recent or 
contemporary,  stayed and will remain one of the notable Yemeni historians in particular 
and Arab historians in general.  

The writings of Sultan Nagi, who wrote for various aspects of history life, characterized by 
logical sequence of the events, objectivity in dealing with fact, courage in rising the 
realities without partial for this opinion of that.  

Really, the historian Sultan Nagi's writings, studies researches were not of the arid and 
stagnant ones which separate between the reader and his writings, but they were writings 
and researches formulating with easy manner and literary frame penetrating to minds and 
souls of the readers without hardness, that the historic facts and events in most cases 
were arid and stagnant. Hence, the role of the capable historian to make the historical 
events seem alive and moving in front of the reader.   

The examiner and reader of Sultan Nagi' various writings in Yemen's history will find out 
deeply his manner and method in the historical researches which are represented in 
coordination of methods, references, discoveries, accurate explanation, clear presentation, 
deep analyzing of the events roots. In the introduction of book "Military History of Yemen", 
Sultan Nagi explained his method in the historical research, he said, " that was done 
following effort and sufferance to collect hundred of resources, references and documents 
contradictory in the opinions and ramified in viewpoints. Following arduous hard work 
within the contents of the resources in order to be screened and analyzed to conclude 
what is to be determined in the soul that it is true and reasonable and in harmony with the 
truth"  

Eventually, Sultan Nagi's culture reflected its influence and set its impressions on his 
method in writing the historical researches of Yemen. He got the certificate of general 
culture (secondary school) by correspondence from London University, Bachelor in Arts 
(Arab History) from the American University in Beirut in 1961, and High Diploma in 
Educational Administration from Reading University in Britain. His knowledge of foreign 
culture opened wide landscape of science and knowledge greatly affected on his various 
studies and books on one hand, and academic studies that complied him with scientific 
method, and his talent in writing and high literary taste on the other hand, and the features 
and landmarks of his methodology appeared in writing the historical research.  



 

Firstly and above all, his great and true love for Yemen filled up his soul which is glittering  
with glories.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 * This article was the first episode within series articles ( 9 episodes) on method of the 
historian in the historical research which contained presentation of some of his books and 
researches, published in Al-Gamhouria Newspaper in 1991 in the following issue numbers: 
(8062, 8068, 8076, 8083, 8090, 8097, 8104, 8112)  

  

 

 

 


